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The CHAIRMAN, referring to document ЕВЗбДб which had just been distributed, 
： . " | ' i"； . " ； f •• ： . ,-V! .i r： • „ , - . . . . . :г\У 

«j. .- ' . j . . > - . . . . ‘ ， . ， ‘ • . . 》 、 . . j i、.，.......• . , . . . » • : ‘ . . . . . . . . 

said that members of the Executive Board were now in possession of a complete list 

of resolutions adopted during the thirty-sixth session, together with an index • 

At any time u p to the opening of the thirty-seventh session the Secretariat would 

always be ready to supply any additional information. 

He wished to thank all members of the Board for their friendly and constructive 

co-operation during the session, and he also thanked the Secretariat, the interpreters, 

and the guests and observers present . Perhaps he； should issue
 !

a' -waning to the new 

members of the Board that they should not judge every session by the one that was 

ending: the thirty - seventh session would involve a great deal of really hard work. 

The Eighteenth World Health Assembly had done some very important, work and had made 

great steps forward • or backwards, depending on the point of view - but certainly 

steps had been taken and the Executive Board, as an instrument of the Health Assembly, 

would have to bear the consequences at its next session. He would compare the members 

of the Board to technicians who admittedly often disagreed but whose differences of 

opinion never took on the bitterness that characterized struggles for political power, 

money or prestige. The time available at the January session was limited, and the 

agenda would be very long, so that it would be an advantage if members of the Board 

would study their documents before coming to Geneva； on arrival, they would find a 

great many more awaiting them• 

In conclusion, he wished everyone a safe and happy journey home and would look 

forward to seeing them all again in January 1 9 6 6 . 
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Mr TARCICI said that he deemed it a privilege to be able to express his pleasure 

in having been present at the session and his sincere appreciation at its success• 

He also expressed his appreciation at the able manner in which it had been guided by its 

highly competent Chairman. The session had been short and could be compared to a 

successful surgical operation with the Chairman as chief surgeon• Its success could 

be attributed to all those who had collaborated with the Chairman, and their careful 

preparation had helped to finish the work in the shortest possible time. 

The Director-General had done much to ensure the remarkable success of the session 

and so had the Deputy Director-General, whose exceptional qualities had permitted him 

to see that the work was carried out effectively and invisibly behind the scenes. His 

sincere appreciation and gratitude went also to Dr Taba, Regional Director for the 

Eastern Mediterranean, to Mr Siegel, Assistant Director-General, whose statements were 

always distinguished by their clarity and informative content, to the members of the 

Secretariat both present and absent and to the very competent interpreters. 

Once more he expressed his thanks to the Chairman, to the two Vice-Chairmen and 

to the two Rapporteurs, whose efficiency had so greatly contributed to the success and 

the brevity of the session. 

Dr WATT said that it was very difficult to follow a speaker who had so wittily and 

ably conveyed the feelings of all the members of the B o a r d . He would not compare the 

Chairman to a skilful surgeon but rather, in view of his Norwegian ancestry, to a 

prudent helmsman who had steered them through the session to a successful conclusion. 

Under such able leadership he himself was looking forward to the January session, in 

the knowledge that the vast amount of work tabled for that session would undoubtedly 

be dealt with most expeditiously. 

The meeting rose at 3*50 
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1。 CLOSURE OF THE SESSION 

The CHAIRMAN^ referring to document ЕВЗбДб which had just been distributed, 

sa•丄d that members of the Executive Eoard were novj in possession of a complete lint 

of resolutions adopted during the thirty-sixth session, together with an index。 

At any time up to the opening of the thirty-seventh session the Secretariat would 

always be ready to supply any additional informât].on. 

Пэ wished to thank all members of the Board for their friendly and constructiva 

oo-operabion during the session^ and he also thanked the Secretariat, the interpreters
¿ ! 

a.'i'i the gvests and observers pre s ant, Perhaps he should issue a warning to the new 

лг： ;:ers oí the Board that they should not judge every session by the one that wrrs 

c l i n s : the thirty-seventh session would involve a great deal of really hard worl“ 

ТЬ.э Eighteenth World Health Assembly had clone some very important work and had made 
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ds., depending on the point of view - but certainly 

二 ：ps had been taken and the Executive Board, as an instrument of the Health Assembly, 

would have to bear the conscquerces at its next session. He would compare the members 

oí"' -oho £)erd to technicians ;\ho admittedly often disagreed but whose differences of 

opinion ..lever took on the bitterness that characterized struggles for political 

:.;cn?y or prestige. The tj.me available at the January session was limited, and the 

agenda v. dvId be very long, so that it would be an advantage if members of the Eoard 

,tou? d ctuc.y their documents before coming to Geneva; on arrival, they would find a 
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In conclusion, he W3'.shed everyone a safe and happy journey home and would icol: 

to seeing them all again in January I966. 
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Mr TARCICI said that he deemed it a privilege to be able to express his pleasure 

in having been present at the session and his sincere appreciation at its success• 

Ke also expressed his appréciait i on at the able manner in which it had been guided by its 

highly competent Chairman. The session had been short and could be compared to a 

successful surgical operation with the C h a i m a n as chief surgeon. Its success could 

be attributed to all those who had collaborated with the Chairman, and their careful 

preparation had helped to finish the work in the shortest possible time • 

The Director-General had done much to ensure the remarkable success of the session 

• and so had the Deputy Direсtor-General^ whose exceptional qualities had permitted him 

GO see that the work wac carried out effectively and invisibly behind the scenes. H i s 

sincere appreciation and grctitude went also to D r T a b a , Regional Director for the 

Eastern Mediterranean, to Siebel, Assistant Director-General, whose statements were 

always distingu: shed by their clarity and informative content, to the members of the 

Secretariat both present игЛ abcent and to the very competent interpreters. 

Once more he expressed his thanks to the Chairman，to the two Vice-Chairmen and 

to the tvxo Rapport surs, whose efficiency had so greatly contributed to the success and 

th^ brevity of the sasrsioa. 
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D r WATT said that it was very diificuit to follow a speaker who had so wittily and 

ably conveyed the feelings of all the members of the Board • He would not compare the 

Chairiran to a skr.Iful surgeon but rather, in view of his Norwegian ancestry, to a 

prudent helmsman v;b.o had steered them through the session to a successful conclusion. 

Under such able leadership he himself was looking forward to the January session, in 

the knowledge that the vas.
1

: amount of work tabled for that session would undoubtedly 

be dealt with most expeditiously. 

The meeting rose at 3,50 p . m . 


